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Chapterr  4 
Modall  and Hybri d Theorem Proving -

Directt  Resolution 

"The"The problem, Mendieta, 
isis that nature is as wicked 

asas it is wise." 
Robertoo Fontanarrosa 

4.11 Resolution for  Modal-Lik e Logics 

Designingg resolution methods that can directly (without translation into large 
backgroundd languages) be applied to modal logics, received quite some atten-
tionn in the late 1980s and early 1990s; see for example [Min89, EdC89]. Given 
thee simplicity of prepositional resolution and the fact that modal languages are 
sometimess viewed as "simple extensions of propositional logic," we might expect 
modall  resolution to be as simple and elegant. However, direct resolution for 
modall  languages proved to be a difficult task. Intuitively, in basic modal lan-
guagess the resolution rule has to operate inside the box and diamond operators 
too achieve completeness. This leads to more complex systems, less elegant re-
sults,, and poorer performance, ruining the "one-dumb-rule" spirit of resolution. 
Inn [AdNdROl] a resolution calculus for hybrid logics addressing these problems 
wass introduced: the hybrid machinery is used to "push formulas out of modali-
ties""  and in this way, feed them into a simple and standard resolution rule. 

Inn this chapter we describe HyLoRes, an automated theorem prover based on 
thee calculus introduced in [AdNdROl], with special emphasis on implementation 
details.. Indeed, the aim of this chapter is to give a fairly detailed account and 
assessmentt of the main optimizations that went into HyLoRes. 

Thee Logic. We will use the language of hybrid logic as introduced in Definitions 
1.4.55 and 1.4.6 ; we present the syntax again for ease of reference. The well-formed 
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622 Chapter 4- Modal and Hybrid Theorem Proving - Direct Resolution 

formulass of the hybrid language W(@, 4,) in the signature (REL, PROP, NOM, SVAR) 

are e 
FORMSS : = T | a | -nf> \ fa /\fa \ [R]<f> \ @s<j> \ \x.fa 

wheree a € ATOM, x e SVAR, s 6 SSYM, R € REL and fa fa, fa € FORMS. 

4.22 The Rules 

Wee will now describe the resolution calculus implemented in HyLoRes. We need 
aa normal form that guarantees formulas will have a unique representation with 
respectt to negation, so we define the following rewriting procedure nf on formu-
lass of  /H(@1i). Let 4> be a formula in ?{(<§>, | ), nf((f>) is obtained by repeated 
applicationn of the rewrite rules nf until none is applicable: 

-<@tv>> s 
-i\x.ifi-i\x.ifi  ~* 

—1—1^>> "V- + 

@t^1p @t^1p 
ix.-iip ix.-iip 

* * 

ClausesClauses are sets of formulas in this normal form. To determine the satisfiability 
off  a sentence <j>  e %(@) we first notice that 0 is satisfiable iff @t<j>  is satisfiable, 
forr a nominal t not appearing in <j>.  Define the clause set CISet corresponding to 
(j>(j>  to be ClSet(<j>) = {{@tnf (<f>)}}.  Next, let ClSef(fa) - the saturated clause set 
correspondingg to 0 - be the smallest set containing ClSet(fa and closed under 
thee rules shown in Figure 4.1. 

CW{@CW{@tt(faKfa)}(faKfa)} ClU{@t->(faAfa)} 
ClU{@ClU{@ttfa}fa} Ctö{@tnfhfa),®tnfhfa)} 
CICI U {@tfa} 

( R E S)) C7iU{@< }̂  C/2U{@r^} 
Cl\Cl\ U CI2 

Chö{@Chö{@tt[R]<f>}[R]<f>}  Cl2ö{@^[RU} ciu{@HR]<i>}  for n npw 

CICI U{@nnf (-,<!>)} 

Clö{@t@Clö{@t@ss<j>} <j>} 
WW ClU{@s<f>} 

( S Y M ) ^ i MM ( R E F )C f U ^ > (PARAM) <*"<«* > ?»"ƒ« '» KK 'ciu{@st}
 K ' CI v ; Ch U Cl2 U {<f>{t/s)} 

Figuree 4.1: Resolution calculus for the logic ?{(@) 

file:///x.fa
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Lett us briefly explain the rules. The (RES) rule is the known resolution rule. 
Too understand the ([R]) rule, keep in mind the relational translation of the O 
operator,, from Definition 3.3.1: 

S T . H O f l)) = --(3y (Rxy A STy(<f>))) 

Or,, equivalently, 
ST,(-"(O0))) = V» hRxy V -5Ty(0)) 

Here,, x plays the role of t. In essence, what happens with this rule is that 
thee "hidden" universally quantified variable y, which should only be unified to R-
successorss of x, is both created and unified behind the scenes, when an il-successor 
off  x is available, and resolution is applied. /2-successors of x are created by the 
{(R)){(R)) rule, which can be seen as a form of skolemization which only introduces 
constants.. This way, unification is controlled, to the point that free variables are 
nott needed in the calculus. The (A) and (V) rules break down complex formulas 
intoo their components; the calculus can resolve on complementary formulas of 
arbitraryy complexity, which can save time but is not in itself a complete method. 
Thee (@) rule simplifies formulas into equivalent formulas to achieve a unique 
representation,, much like the transformation into negation normal form does for 
negation,, and the (SYM), (REF) and (PARAM) rules all deal with equality 
betweenn nominals: since nominals can only be true of one element in the model, 
wheneverr we encounter a formula of the form @,t, that can only be true if s and 
tt are true on the same element of the model. Hence, (SYM) represents symmetry 
(iff  s and t denote the same element of the model, formulas true in s will also 
bee true in £), (REF) represents reflexivity (every nominal is true in the element 
off  the model it denotes), and (PARAM) is the paramodulation rule, adapted to 
equalityy between nominals. 

Thee computation of ClSef((f>) is in itself a sound and complete algorithm for 
checkingg satisfiability of W{@), in the sense that 0 is unsatisfiable if and only if 
thee empty clause { }  is a member of ClSetf{4>) [AdNdROl]. 

Thee X operator. To be able to account for hybrid sentences using 4. we need 
onlyy extend the calculus with the rule 

CICI U {@tXx<f>} 
ww ciu{@t<t>(x/t)Y 

Thee full set of rules is a sound and complete calculus for checking satisfiability of 
sentencess in H(@,|) [AdNdROl]. 

4.2.1.. EXAMPLE. We prove that ix.{R)(x Ap) ->> p is a tautology. Consider the 
clausee set corresponding to the negation of the formula: 
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1.. {Qi(UMtfMxAp))A^p) }  by (A) 
2.. {@ilxHRHx*P)h{@i^P} by (|) 
3.. { Q H f l H i A p ) } , { a ^ p }  by« f l» 
4.. {©*-.[iïl-.j},{© i(iAp)} I{enp}  by (A) 
5.. {©jl} , {@jp}, {@i^p} by (PARAM) 
6.. {©#} , {©i^p }  by (RES) 
7-- { } " 

Heree we see the calculus in action; the underlining reflects the operators or 
formulass that trigger the rule. In step 2, we see how the variable x is bound to 
thee nominal in which the 4- operator is evaluated. In step 3, the (R) rule creates a 
neww nominal  j , "connects" it to i through R, and creates a clause that states that 
thee argument of (R) is true in j . Step 5 shows us the effect of paramodulation: 
sincee i and j refer to the same element in the model, formulas satisfied on j must 
alsoo be satisfied on i, and vice versa. 

4.33 The Given Clause Algorith m 

HyLoRess implements a version of the "given clause" algorithm [VorOl], which 
iss the underlying framework of many current state of the art resolution-based 
theoremm provers [SPA, Bli, Hil03]; our version is shown in Figure 4.2. A brief 
explanationn of the functions on that figure follows: 

 normalize(A) applies nf to formulas in A and handles trivial tautologies 
andd contradictions. 
 computeComplexity(A) determines length, modal depth, number of literals, 
etc.. for each of the formulas in A; these values are used by select to pick 
thee given clause. 
 infer (given, A) applies the resolution rules to the given clause and each 
clausee in A. If the rules (A), (V), ((R)) or (J,) are applicable, no other 
rulee is applied as the clauses obtained as conclusions by their application 
subsumee the premises. 
 simplify(A,B) performs subsumption deletion, returning the subset of A 
whichh is not subsumed by any element in B. 
 notRedundantfgiven  ̂ is true if none of the rules (A), (V), (->[#]) or (|) was 
appliedd to given. 

4.44 Implementation 

HyLoRess is implemented in Haskell (ca. 3500 lines of code), and compiled with the 
Glasgoww Haskell Compiler (GHC) Version 5.04. We use Happy 1.13 to generate 
thee parser. GHC produces fairly efficient C code which is afterward compiled into 
ann executable file. Thus, users need no additional software to use the prover. The 
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input ::  init: set of clauses 
var::  new, clauses, inuse: set of clauses 
var::  given: clause 

clausess := {} ; inuse := {} ; new := normalize(init) 
ifif  { }  6 new then retur n "unsatisfiable" 
clausess := computeComplexity(new) 
whil ee clauses ^ { }  do 

{{  *  Selection of given clause *} 
givenn := select (clauses); clauses := clauses - {given} 

{{  *  Inference *} 
neww := infer(given, inuse); new := normalize(new) 
iff  { }  G new then retur n "unsatisfiable" 

{{  *  Subsumption deletion *} 
neww := simplify (new, inuse U clauses) 
inusee := simplify (inuse, new) 
clausess := simplify (clauses, new) 

{{  *  Initialization for next cycle *} 
iff  notRedundant(given) then 

inusee := inuse U {given} 
clausess := clauses U computeComplexity(new) 

retur nn "satisfiable" 

Figuree 4.2: Structure of the given clause algorithm. 

HyLoRess site (http://www.illc.uva.nl/~juann/HyLoRes) provides executables 
forr Solaris (tested under Solaris 8) and Linux (tested under Red Hat 7.0 and 
Mandrakee 8.2). The original Haskell code is also made publicly available under 
thee GPL license [GNU]. 
Wee will see now how HyLoRes handles the formula from Example 4.2.1 : 

4.4.1.. EXAMPLE. Inpu t file: 

begin n 
KCdownn (xl dia (xl & pi) )) -> pi) 
end d 

Execution: : 

http://www.illc.uva.nl/~juann/HyLoRes
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(juanh©banaann 149) hy lo res -f t e s t . f rm - r 
Inpu t: : 

{[©(NO ,, (-P1 ft Down(Xl, - [R1] - (P1 ft X I ) ) ) ) ] } 
Endd of input 

Given:: ( 1, [ö(N0, (-P1 ft Down(Xl, - [R1] - (P1 ft X I ) ) ) ) ] ) 
CON:: {[©(NO , -PI)][©(NO, Down(Xl, - [R1] - (P1 ft X l ) ) ) ] > 
Given:: (2, [©(NO, - P I ) ] ) 
Given:: ( 3, [©(NO, Down(Xl, - [R1] - (P1 ft X I ) ) ) ] ) 
ARR:: {[©(NO , - [R1] - (P1 ft NO))]} 
Given:: (4, [©(NO, - [R1] - (P1 ft NO))]) 
DIA :: {[©(N-2 , (PI ft NO))] [©(NO, - [ R l ] - N - 2 ) ] } 
Given:: (5, [Q(N-2, (PI ft NO))]) 
CON:: {[©(N-2 , P I )] [©(N-2, NO)]} 
Given:: (6, [©(N-2, NO)]) 
PARR ( 0 , - 2 ): {[©(N-2 , (PI ft N-2)) ] [©(N-2, - [R1 ] - (P1 ft N-2))] 
[©(N-2,, Down(Xl, - [R1 ] - (P1 ft X I ) ) ) ] [©(N-2, - P I )] 
[©(N-2,, (-P1 ft Down(Xl, - [R1] - (P1 ft X I ) ) ) ) ] } 
Given:: (7, [©(N-2, P I ) ] ) 
Given:: (8, [©(N-2, - P I ) ] ) 
RES:: (7, [ ] ) 

Thee formula i s u n s a t i s f i a b le 
Clausess genera ted: 11 
Elapsedd t ime: 0.0 

Heree we see the prover giving a step by step account of the clause chosen as given, 
thee rules applied to it, and the results. Lines starting with CON, ARR, DIA, PAR 
andd RES respectively indicate application of the (A), (4-), ( (#) ), (PARAM) and 
(RES)) rules, with the remainder of the corresponding lines showing the result 
off  applying such rules. A number is assigned to each clause when it becomes 
thee given clause; i t is shown when the clause is displayed. In the case of the 
(PARAM)) rule, the nominals involved are shown between brackets, and in the 
casee of the (RES) rule, the numbers of the clauses involved are shown before the 
correspondingg resolvent. We see that the proof follows closely the steps given 
inn Example 4.2.1, except that the paramodulation rule actually generates more 
clausess than previously shown. 

Inn addition to HyLoRes, a graphical interface called xHyLoRes implemented in 
Tcl /Tkk was developed. It uses HyLoRes in the background and provides full file 
accesss and editing capabilities, and a more intuitive control of the command line 
parameterss of the prover, in the manner of Spin/XSpin [XS] . A screenshot of 
xHyLoRess can be seen in Figure 4.3. 
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X-axhvloress 1.0-20 Feb 2002 .. D X 

Hee i Edi t Help Option s s 

begin n 
'' <>(nl v (pi s Ip l ) ) . 

n l :: (< >true -> pi) ; 
II  <nl: o p l) 
end d 

X-«« Options .;;  a x ] 

Prin tt  rule s 
Print ss the interna l stat e 
Timeou tt  in second s 

Selectt  orde r 

OKK J Cancell  || 

Given:: (13, [9(H-1, P1),&(H-1, [Rl]-T)|) 

RES:: (9, [S(H-1, [R1]-T),8(H-1, Hi)]J(10. I»(H-1, IR1]-T))) 

Given:: (12, [9(H-1, -[RlJ-H-l), »(H-1, PI)]) 

Given:: (16, [9(N-1, IR1]-T)]) 

BOX:: (12, |9(H-1, -T),9(H-1, PI))) 

Given:: (17, [»(K-1, Pi))} 

RES:: (9, [8(H-1, Hl)])(10, []) 

Thee formula i s unsaCisfiable 
Clausess generated: 17 
Elapsedd t ine: 0.0 

Figuree 4.3: A screenshot of xHyLoRes. 

4.55 The Gory Details 

4.5.11 Data Structures 
Thee design of HyLoRes is modular with respect to the internal representation of 
thee different kinds of data. We have used the Edison package [OkaOl] (a library 
off  efficient data types provided with GHC) to implement most of the data types 
representingg sets. The basic data types we created are as follows. 

Statee and Output Monads. Functional programming does not allow for 
globall  variables or side effects; in a function, all input must be passed as an 
argumentt and all consequences must be part of the returned value. For some 
applications,, this can result in functions having very long and unintuitive lists of 
arguments,, and contrived output types. In Haskell, a particular data type called 
monadd is used to overcome this problem. The internal state of the given clause 
algorithmm (the sets clauses, inuse and new, the data structures used for sub-
sumptionn checking, the control information, etc) is represented as a combination 
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off  a state and an output monads [Wad95]; the former provides transparent access 
too the internal state of the program from the monadic functions that perform 
inference,, while the latter handles all printing services with no need of further 
parameterss in the function signatures. In addition, the use of monads allows the 
additionn of further structure (hashing functions, etc.) to optimize search, with 
minimumm re-coding. We have already experienced the advantages of the monad 
architecturee as we have been able to test different data structures and improve 
thee performance of some of the most expensive functions with great ease. 

Formulas.. We took advantage of the possibility of defining recursive data types 
inn Haskell, with the result that the data type definition closely resembles the 
definitionn given in Section 1.4.5: 

dataa Formula 
== Taut | Nom In t I Prop In t | Var  In t I Neg Formula I Con [Formula] 

II  At In t Formula | Atv In t Formula I Down In t Formula 
II  Box In t Formula 

derivin gg (Ord, Eq) 

Thee integers in the definition represent the different elements of their correspond-
ingg sets, i.e. Nom 1 represents the element n\ in the set NOM, and so on. Con-
junctionss are stored as the Con constructor plus a list of conjuncts, to allow for 
n-aryy conjunctions. 

Clausess and Sets of clauses. The given clause algorithm at the heart of Hy-
LoRess deals with three main repositories of clauses: clauses, that holds the eligible 
candidatess por processing; inuse, that holds the clauses which can interact with 
thee given clause, and new, where the clauses that result from the application of 
thee rules go. The different clause sets and their clauses have different access pat-
ternss and aggregate information and need a different data type for each, clauses 
usess the UnbalancedSet type provided by the Edison library which is specially 
optimizedd for search; as in every cycle the given clause has to be selected from 
thiss set, the comparison of clause scores is given as the ordering function, so the 
givenn clause can be selected without having to examine the whole set. The ele-
mentss of clauses are tuples containing the clause proper (represented also as an 
UnbalancedSet),, a complexity measure which depends on the chosen order for 
clausee selection, and the clause number. 

Inn new, clauses are stored as UnbalancedSets while new itself is a list of 
clauses,, as all its elements have to be processed one by one in each cycle, inuse 
iss a list of pairs composed of the clause number and a clause represented also as 
aa list, as both clauses and formulas in clauses need to be accessed one by one in 
everyy cycle. 
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4.5.22 Optimizations 

Thee first implementation of HyLoRes was very naive and as a result was terribly 
inefficient.. We then proceeded to adapt and apply well established first order 
resolutionn optimizations to the hybrid environment, with encouraging results. 

Orderedd resolution wit h selection. HyLoRes actually implements a version 
off  ordered resolution with selection [BG01], where the application of the (RES) 
andd ([#]) rules are restricted to certain selected formulas in the clause. Ordered 
resolutionn with selection greatly reduces the size of the saturated set, preventing 
thee generation of certain clauses, without compromising the completeness of the 
calculus.. Interestingly, the proof of completeness of ordered resolution with se-
lectionn for %(@, I) [AG03] closely follows the proof in [BG01], based on a step 
byy step construction of a Herbrand model for any consistent input clause set. 
Oncee more, hybrid logics seem to provide the appropriate framework to merge 
firstt order and modal ideas. 

Formul aa indexing. Formulas are indexed using a mapping between formulas 
andd integers, in which indexes for positive and negative occurrences of the same 
formulaa will be equal except for the sign. As the (RES) rule involves searching 
forr complementary formulas, searching for clauses to resolve with is made more 
efficientt by storing the clauses in inuse as ordered lists of the indexes. This 
indexingg is much simpler than in the case of first order, as clauses do not have 
freee variables. 

Subsumptionn checking. Whenever a clause A follows from another clause B 
inn the clause set, A is said to be subsumed by B, and can be ignored, reducing the 
searchh space while maintaining correctness. We consider two main types of sub-
sumptionn checking: forward subsumption (when new clauses are redundant w.r.t. 
oldd clauses) and backward subsumption (when old clauses are redundant w.r.t. 
neww clauses) .Finding out which clauses can be discarded is one of the - or perhaps 
"the""  - most expensive operations in resolution based theorem provers [Vor95]. 
HyLoRess uses a simple version of subsumption checking where a clause C\ sub-
sumess a clause Ci if C\ C C2. Version 0.5 of the prover implemented this test 
veryy inefficiently, checking the subset relation element by element, and clause by 
clause.. In the latest prototype, a set-at-a-time subsumption checking algorithm 
whichh uses a clause repository structured as a trie [Vor95] was implemented, with 
dramaticc improvements (see Section 4.6). We also noticed that while forward sub-
sumptionn is essential, many times backward subsumption does not really make a 
difference.. This is also the case for some first order logic provers; see [RSV01]. 

Thee clause repository is organized as a list of tries, in the following manner. 
Thee clauses are inserted and queried as ordered lists of integers. The repository 
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iss a list of tries, in which each node represents a formula and each path that ends 
inn a leaf node represents a clause. 

4.5.1.. EXAMPLE. The set of clauses 

{{  {1,2,3}, {1,2,4}, {1,2,8}, {1,4,5}, {1,4,7,8}, 

{1,4,7,9,10},, {2,3,9}, {2,7,9}, {2,7,8,10}, {2,7,8,11}  } 

iss stored as shown in Figure 4.4. 

1 < < 

2 < < 

11 < r - " 

44 "\ . 

^r^r 3 

" ^^  7 ^ -
77 " \ 

^ 3 3 

- ^^  4 

^ ^ 8 8 

-**  J 

11 "— 

-**  y 

00 ~-^ . 

9 9 

-**  o 
y y 

**  1U 
l l l 

-**  JU 

Figuree 4.4: Trie representation for a set of clauses 

Whenn inserting a clause, if its head is the root of any of the visible tries then we 
insertt its tail into that trie, otherwise we add a branch to the current node and 
insertt the clause there. In this way, all clauses are represented as a path from 
onee of the root nodes to a leaf, so that all the clauses that are extensions of a 
particularr path are stored as branching from it. The fact that the formulas in the 
clausee are ordered gives us the possibility to optimize search, both by having a 
uniquee representation and by knowing when it will be useless to keep searching. 
Thee clause repository holds both the clauses in inuse and the ones in clauses, so 
ass to check for (forward or backward) subsumption against just one set of clauses, 
whichh also eliminates the cost of transferring clauses from one trie to the other 
whenn a clause is moved from clauses to inuse. Subsumption checking has then 
becomee very efficient, and indeed it brought a speed up of about two orders of 
magnitudee to the prover. 

Inn forward subsumption, the clauses in new are checked one by one for sub-
sumptionn by the clauses in inuse or clauses, as follows: for each clause C in new, 
forr each of the visible tries T, in the repository, if the root of T; is in the checked 
clause,, all the branches of T, are successively checked for the elements of the 
clausee that are greater than the root. If we reach the end of any branch, then the 
clausee is subsumed by the repository and the search stops. If we find any element 
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nott present in C, none of the clauses represented by the current path subsumes 
CC and we can proceed to the next trie. If the root of the next trie is greater than 
thee maximum element in C, no match will be possible and the search ends. 

Inn backward subsumption, the clauses in new are checked one by one for 
subsumptionn of the clauses in inuse or clauses, as follows: for each clause C in 
new,new, for each of the visible tries T» in the repository whose root is less than or 
equall  to the head of the clause (the smallest element), if the root of 7*  is equal 
too the head of C, we check the branches of Ti for existence of the elements in the 
taill  of C, and if the root of Ti is less than the head of C we check the branches of 
TiTi for existence of the whole clause. When we find a match for the last element 
off  the clause, we know that all the paths that originate from X* are subsumed by 
thee clause: we retrieve all of them, and examine the next trie. When we reach a 
TiTi with a root greater than the head of C, the search ends. 

Inpu tt  analysis. At this moment, HyLoRes performs a very simple analysis of 
itss input. It checks for the presence of the [J2], {i?),@ and I operators and for 
nominalss in order to know which rules will need checking for applicability. For 
example,, if the I operator does not appear in the input, then the (\) rule is 
switchedd off and never attempted. Most first order provers perform a far more 
detailedd analysis of the input and decide heuristics and settings on account of 
theirr findings. 

Applicatio nn of the rules. The rules of the underlying resolution calculus (as 
shownn on Figure 4.1) are applied in such a way as to make the sets of clauses 
groww as slowly as possible. For example, the (->A) rule is checked first of all, and 
iff  it's applied then no other rule is applied, and also the given clause is not added 
too inuse (the antecedent and consequent clauses are equivalent, but this does not 
showw in our implementation of subsumption checking). The same is true of (A). 
Thenn (RES) is applied, and the empty clause is searched for in the result before 
proceedingg with the rest of the rules. 

Anotherr thing that helps pruning the search space is postponing the creation 
off  new nominals (by application of the (R) rule) until the clause set is saturated 
forr the current set of prefixes. Whenever the (R) rule can be applied, the appli-
cationn is postponed until clauses is empty. In a sense, this can be interpreted as 
exhaustingg the possibilities of doing propositional reasoning before doing modal 
reasoning. . 

Paramodulation.. Since we need to do equality reasoning between nominals, 
wee can once more take advantage from experience in first order resolution. In [BG98], 
Bachmairr and Ganzinger develop in detail the modern theory of equational rea-
soningg for first order saturation based provers. Many of the ideas and optimiza-
tionss discussed there can and should be implemented in HyLoRes. In the current 
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version,, paramodulation is done naively, the only "optimization" being the ori-
entationn of equalities so that we always replace nominals by nominals which are 
lowerr in a certain ordering. 

4.66 Testing 

Duringg the development of HyLoRes, we made extensive use of the modal test 
setss described in Chapter 2 to evaluate the performance of the prover and guide 
designn decisions. Some results are shown in Figure 4.5. 

Hand-tailoredd tests. Figure 4.5 (a) represents a set of runs of the Balsiger, 
Heuerdingg and Schwendimann test set [BHSOO], with different criteria for selecting 
thee given clause, and the description logic prover RACER [RAC], version l-6r2, 
includedd as a reference. Even when most of this test set has become trivial for 
maturee modal provers, it still provided a quick way to evaluate the prover in the 
earlyy stages. 

Randomm tests: Random Modal QBF test set. Figure 4.5 (b) shows a run 
off  several versions of HyLoRes and other provers over a very easy area of the Ran-
domm Modal QBF test set [Mas99]. The X axis represents the number of clauses in 
thee original QBF formula, and the Y axis represents the average time for solving 
ann instance, with 64 samples/datapoint. The problems range from being all satis-
fiablefiable at the left, to being all unsatisfiable at the right. We benchmarked HyLoRes 
0.55 (no formula indexing, no clause repository), HyLoRes 0.9 (formula indexing, 
clausee repository, backward subsumption still using clause-at-a-time comparison) 
andd HyLoRes 1.0 (now with backward subsumption using set-at-a-time compar-
ison).. We also ran SPASS v. 1.0.3 [SPA] with the standard translation to first 
orderr logic, MSPASS v. 1.0.0t.l.3 [MSP], *SAT version 1.3 [*SA], and RACER 
v.. l-6r2 on this test, to compare with more mature provers; in general the times 
forr these provers only reflect start up times, as revealed by the absence of the 
easy-hard-easyy pattern. This test set allowed us to gauge the progress of HyLoRes 
ass we added optimizations to it, although since QBF derived modal formulas have 
aa very rigid structure, as we have seen in Chapter 2, a good performance on this 
testt set was not a guarantee of good performance overall. 

Randomm tests: Random Modal CNF test set. As explained in Section 2.5, 
thiss test set [PSS03] generates random modal CNF formulas directly. We ran the 
testt for C = 2.5, V = 3 and D = 1; Figure 4.5 (c) represents median time 
elapsedd as a function of (number of clauses/number of variables). The timeout 
valuee was 100 seconds: again, it was too easy for mature provers to compare 
theirr performances, while for HyLoRes there were a few timeouts in the hardest 
area.. Figure 4.5 (d) plots the satisfiable/unsatisfiable fractions in the test we just 
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(a)) (c) 

Numberr of c lauses LJV 

(b)) (d) 

Figuree 4.5: HyLoRes and Modal test sets 

described.. There are zones of the plot in which the sum of the satisfiable and 
unsatisfiablee fractions is less than 1; this is due to timeouts, as the sum represents 
thee fraction of problems solved before the time limit . 

Randomm tests: Random Hybri d CNF test set. An important drawback of 
thesee test sets though, is that they only provide purely modal input. We present 
noww some preliminary tests of the hybrid capabilities of HyLoRes, evaluated using 
hGen,, the generator introduced in Section 2.5. 

Inn Figure 4.6 (a) and (b) we start with a purely modal base case, with C = 2, 
NNpp — 3, D — I, and gradually add nominals to the mix; that is, with Nn = 5 
wee keep p3var = 0 and do one run with pwop = 1, pn0m = 0, one with p^op = 9, 
PnomPnom — 1) a nd one with pprop = 8, pnom = 2. The timeout was 300 seconds. 
Figuree 4.6 (a) shows the median time elapsed, while Figure 4.6 (b) shows the 
proportionn of problems solved. Here we see that even slight increases of the 
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quantityy of nominals the difficulty rises sharply; this highlights the fact that 
optimizingg paramodulation is crucial. Figure 4.6 (c) and (d) shows the effect of 
increasingg the proportion of ©-operators, starting from the same base case. We 
seee that the difficulty changes very littl e (although the peak moves to the right), 
andd the satisfiable/unsatisfiable transition moves to the right as we increase the 
proportionn of ©-operators. This is to be expected, in a sense, since the presence 
off  nominals in a formula triggers the paramodulation rule (which tends to create 
aa state explosion), while the ©-operator triggers the much more benign @-rule, 
whichh just simplifies the given clause. 

Hyfiri<JCNFC=2.N=3.. D=1,UN»1-20 Hyixldd CNF; C=2. N=3. D=1, U N . 1 - 2 0 

(b)) (d) 

Figuree 4.6: Hybrid CNF tests - Adding Nominals and 

4.77 Conclusion 

Thee prototype is not yet meant to be competitive when compared with state of 
thee art provers for modal-like logics like DLP, *SAT, MSPASS or RACER. On 
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thee one hand, the system is still in a preliminary stage of development (only 
veryy simple optimizations for hybrid logics have been implemented), and on the 
otherr hand the hybrid language and the languages handled by the other provers 
aree related but different. H(@,i) is undecidable while the target languages of 
thee other provers are decidable. And even when comparing the fragment %(@) 
forr which HyLoRes implements a decision algorithm, the expressive powers are 
incomparablee (H{@) permits free Boolean combinations of @ and nominals but 
lacks,, for example, the limited form of universal modality available in the T-Box 
off  DL provers [AreOO]). 

Theree certainly remain many things to try and improve in HyLoRes. The next 
stepss in its development include 

-- a better treatment of paramodulation; 

-- support for the universal modality A [GP92] (which would allow us to 
performm inference in full Boolean knowledge bases of the description logic 
ACCÖ); ACCÖ); 

-- saving the saturated clause set, if any, for querying; 

-- and improve input analysis and heuristics. 

Butt the main goal we pursued during the implementation of this prototype has 
largelyy been achieved: direct resolution can be used as an interesting, and perhaps 
evenn competitive, alternative to tableaux based methods for modal and hybrid 
logics. . 




